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Abstract
There is a growing recognition that programming platforms
should support the decomposition of programs into compo-
nents: independent units of compiled code that are explicitly
“linked” to form complete programs. This paper describes
how to formulate a general component system for a nominally
typed object-oriented language supporting first-class generic
types simply by adding appropriate annotations and syntac-
tic sugar. The fundamental semantic building blocks for con-
structing, type-checking and manipulating components are
provided by the underlying first-class generic type system.
To demonstrate the simplicity and utility of this approach to
supporting components, we have designed and implemented
an extension of Java called Component NextGen (CGen).
CGen, which is based on the Sun Java 5.0 javac compiler, is
backward-compatible with existing code and runs on current
Java Virtual Machines.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: Object-oriented Pro-
gramming; D.3.3 [Programming Languages]: Language
Constructs and Features—classes, objects, components

General Terms
Design, Language

Keywords
first-class generics, Java implementation, custom class
loader, modules, components, signatures

1. Introduction
Java has revolutionized mainstream software development

by supporting clean object-oriented design, comprehensive
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static type checking, “safe” program execution, and an un-
precedented degree of portability. Despite these significant
achievements, the Java language has been handicapped as
a vehicle for writing large applications by two major short-
comings: (i) the lack of a generic type system (classes and
methods parameterized by type) and (ii) the absence of a
component system for decomposing applications into inde-
pendent units with statically checked interfaces. The first
shortcoming has been partially addressed by the Java stan-
dardization process (JSR-14 [11] and Java 5.0), and more
comprehensively by the programming research community
(GJ [4], PolyJ[13], NextGen [5], LM [20, 19]) but the issue
of how to support a general purpose component system in
Java has received scant attention.

Components are independent units of compiled code that
can be “linked” to form complete programs. They have no in-
dependent state, and all of references that cross unit bound-
aries must be explicitly identified in a unit’s signature and
linked together when the units are joined to form programs[8,
10, 17].

Two features of the Java platform are often cited as mech-
anism for supporting components: the Java package system
and the Java Beans framework. But neither of these facilities
qualifies as a component system suitable for decomposing ap-
plication programs into independent units of compiled code.

Java packages are simply separate name spaces; they typ-
ically contain explicit references to names in other packages
(akin to hard-coded file names scattered in shell scripts),
violating the principle that all external references must be
explicitly identified in a component signature. These ”im-
ported” references form a web of hidden contextual depen-
dencies,1 preventing packages from being deployed indepen-
dently. The only way to alter the references imported by a
package is to manually edit the package and recompile it—a
tedious error-prone process.

The Java Beans framework is a “wiring standard” includ-
ing an introspection mechanism for building applications in
specific domains. Java Beans is targeted at building graphi-
cal user interfaces in client programs. A variant of this frame-
work, called Java Enterprise Beans, focuses on distributed
transaction processing systems (“middleware”). Neither of
these wiring standards is designed to support the natural de-
composition of applications outside these targeted domains.
Moreover, like all “wiring standards”, they formulate com-
ponents as objects (rather than classes) compromising the
effectiveness of static type checking and preventing the use
of linguistic mechanisms like inheritance across component
boundaries.

1Imported classes may depend on classes that are not imported.



Developing a general component system for an object-
oriented language is a challenging design problem because
inheritance across component boundaries can produce un-
expected results. The name of a method introduced in a
class may collide with the name of a public or protected
method in an imported superclass [18, 17]. This “accidental
method capture” problem inhibits using classes as compo-
nents because a component class often contains methods
beyond those required in a particular program.

Component NextGen (CGen) avoids method capture by
supporting “hygienic” components based on “hygienic” mix-
ins [8, 9, 1] that eliminate accidental method capture by sys-
tematically renaming methods. CGen is an extension of the
NextGen language, a generalization of Java 5.0 that sup-
ports first class generic types [15]. NextGen is backwards
compatible with existing Java libraries, Java legacy code, and
existing Java Virtual machines. The NextGen compiler is
based on the Java 5.0 javac compiler but generates different
code for generic classes and polymorphic methods. The pres-
ence of first class generic types in CGen reduces the construc-
tion of a hygienic component system for Java to adding the
appropriate annotations (signatures), syntatic sugar (mod-
ules), and the corresponding component-level type checking.

In NextGen, generic types are “first-class” values that can
appear in almost any context where conventional types can
appear. NextGen supports type casting and instanceof
operations of parametric type, class constants of naked para-
metric type (e.g., T.class), and new operations of paramet-
ric and pure parametric class and array types, e.g. new
Vector<T>, new T(), and new T[]. CGen goes even farther
by incorporating hygienic mixins, class definitions where a
type parameter T serves as the superclass:

class C<T implements I> extends T { ... }

This extension of NextGen was explored in MixGen[1], a
pedagogic language extending a core subset of NextGen
that probes the limits of first-class genericity using the Next-
Gen implementation architecture.

The hygienic semantics for mixins prevents accidental
method capture when a mixin instantiation C<A> overrides
a method of the superclass A that is not a member of the
interface I bounding A. Mixins provide the critical machinery
necessary to support inheritance across component bound-
aries. The identity of an imported class T is unknown to an
importing component when it is compiled. The binding of T
is not determined until the component is linked with other
components. Unfortunately, hygienic mixins are not part
of the standard set of abstraction mechanisms associated
with object-oriented languages. Yet they constitute the
critical enabling technology for decomposing object-oriented
programs into components.

The primary technical contribution of this paper is a
simple, elegant formulation of components that seamlessly
extends the Java language enhanced by first-class generic
types.2 CGen does not require a secondary module lan-
guage or additional translation steps between compilation
and execution. The CGen component language is a nat-
ural extension of the NextGen generic type system that
supports the parameterization of packages by type (creating
modules) and adds new annotations (package signatures) to
the type system. The translation of these new constructs
into NextGen code is a simple local syntactic expansion,

2We are confident that essentially the same approach would work for
C# enhanced by hygienic mixins.

implying that the new constructs are technically syntactic
sugar3. Like NextGen, CGen is backwards compatible
with existing libraries and executes on current JVMs.

We have developed a prototype implementation of CGen
derived from our NextGen compiler. The CGen compiler
produces code comparable in efficiency and size to NextGen,
which is not suprising since CGen uses the same implemen-
tation architecture as NextGen.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews critical background on subtyping and mixins.
Section 3 assesses the current state of software components
on the Java platform, motivating the development of CGen.
Section 4 describes the syntax and semantics of the compo-
nents constructs that CGen adds to Java. Section 5 discusses
the importance of hygiene in object-oriented component sys-
tems. Section 6 describes how CGen is implemented using
techniques developed for NextGen and MixGen. Finally,
Sections 7 and 8 discuss related and future work on compo-
nent systems for Java and similar languages.

2. Background
Before we discuss how components are defined in CGen,

we begin with with a brief explanation of some key concepts
underlying our approach.

2.1 Nominal versus Structural Subtyping
Mainstream object-oriented languages, namely Java, C#,

and C++, rely on nominal subtyping rather than structural
subtyping, which has been the focus of most of the technical
research on type systems supporting subtyping. In object-
oriented languages with nominal subtyping, a class A is a
subtype of a class B iff A explicitly inherits from B.4 The
programmer explicitly determines the structure of the type
hierarchy.

In languages with structural subtyping, a class A is a sub-
type of a class B iff A includes all of the member names in B
and the type of each member in A is a subtype of the cor-
responding member in B.5 There is no relationship between
subtyping and code inheritance because subtyping between
classes depends only on the signatures of the members of
types—not on their inheritance relationships.

To illustrate the differences between nominal and struc-
tural subtyping, consider the following Java classes:

abstract class MultiSet {
abstract public void insert(Object o);
abstract public void remove(Object o);
abstract public boolean contains(Object o);

}

abstract class Set {
abstract public void insert(Object o);
abstract public void remove(Object o);
abstract public boolean contains(Object o);

}

Since Java is based on nominally subtyping, no subtyping
relationship exists between the classes MultiSet and Set.
3Our actual implementation optimizes the naive translation based
purely on syntactic sugar.
4We are using the term inheritance more broadly than inheriting code.
In our terminology, a Java class inherits from all of its interfaces as
well as its superclass.
5The subtyping relation on fields is not the obvious one. A field F
of type T is modeled as a getter T getF() and a setter void setF(T
f). Methods are subtyped using the standard subtyping relation on
functions: co-variant subtyping on output types and contra-variant
subtyping on input types of function types. Hence field types must
match exactly for a subtyping relationship to hold between classes.



In contrast, suppose Java supported structural subtyping.
Then the class MultiSet would be a subtype of the class
Set and vice-versa because the two classes contain the same
public methods with identical signatures. Structural sub-
typing forces subtyping relationships between class types on
the basis of matching method signatures even when method
contracts conflict.

2.2 Mixins
The mixin construct abstracts the process of class exten-

sion. As stated previously, a mixin defintion

class C<T implements I> extends T { ... }

looks just like a generic class definition except for the fact
that the superclass is a type parameter. The primary tech-
nical problem involved in formulating mixins as a language
construct is defining the meaning of a mixin instantiation
C<A> when A includes a public method m with exactly the
same name and type as a method introduced by the mixin C,
i.e., a method that does not appear in the bounding inter-
face I. In the naive semantics for mixins, C<A> accidentally
overrides the definition of m in A—breaking the functionality
of A.

A hygienic semantics for mixins eliminates this pathology
by ensuring that all of the methods introduced by a mixin
(methods other than those in the bounding interface I) have
new names that do not collide with the names of any of
the methods in the mixin superclass. CGen renames ev-
ery method introduced in a mixin instantiation (or ordinary
subclass of the mixin instantiation) by prefixing it with the
(mangled) name of the mixin superclass. Since interface-
based method dispatches simply use the method names pro-
vided by the interface type, a forwarding method must be
generated for every renamed method that belongs to an in-
terface. See [1] for a detailed discussion of the semantics and
implementation of hygienic mixins in Java.

3. Motivation
Let us examine in more detail the support provided by the

existing Java platform (Java 5.0) for software components.

3.1 Java Packages
In the Java programming model, packages are the primary

construct used by programmers to organize a large-scale Java
application into manageable units of development.

Packages provide distinct name spaces to organize collec-
tions of classes and interfaces. A class is included in a package
by adding a package declaration at the top of the file and
placing the file in the directory associated with the pack-
age. A packaged public class can then be used outside the
package by either: (i) using a fully qualified reference to a
class, or (ii) using an import statement coupled with a non-
qualified reference. In compiled class files, these two forms
of usage are equivalent since non-qualified references are re-
placed with their fully qualified names and the imports are
discarded.

Figure 1 shows the outline6 of a recursive decent parser for
the Jam language, a simple functional language assigned as a
series of programming exercises in the undergraduate course
at Rice University on programming languages. The Parser
resides in the package jam.parser and uses classes from

6Due to space constraints a full version could not be included.
A full version of JAM and other examples are available at
http://japan.cs.rice.edu/nextgen/examples/

package jam.parser;
import jam.ast.*;

class Parser {
Parser() { ... }
AST parse(String url) throws ParseException { ... }

}
class ParseException implements jam.ast.Exception {

String msg;
ParseException(String msg) { ... }

}

Figure 1: Jam parser definition

import jam.ast.*;
import jam.parser.*;

class Interpreter {
public Interpreter() { }
public JamVal interp(String url) {

Parser p = new Parser(url);
try {

jam.ast.AST tree = p.parse();
...

} catch (ParseException e) { ... }
}

}

Figure 2: Jam Interpreter definition

jam.ast. Figure 2 shows the outline of an interpreter that
references jam.parser.Parser and classes from jam.ast.

From a software engineering perspective, the fully qual-
ified references to jam.ast.Exception in Figure 1 and
jam.parser.Parser in Figure 2 pose long-term code man-
agement problems. Each fully qualified identifier is essen-
tially a hard-coded, absolute reference to an external class.
Changing this imported class or its containing package name,
requires a global search and replace of all these references
scattered throughout the program.

When viewed from a macroscopic level, these references
create a tangled web of hidden contextual dependencies
across packages. As a result, packages cannot be developed
in isolation. All package dependencies must be present for
both compilation and execution. Modifications to classes in
a package typically require recompilation of all code that
depends on it.

These problems become more apparent when we consider
alternative component implementations, e.g., a bottom-up
parser jam.botparser.Parser. Theoretically we should be
able to switch to this new parser by changing the import
statement in Figure 2 to import jam.botparser.*. How-
ever, there is no guarantee this alternative parser provides
the same interfaces, much less a similar set of classes, un-
til we recompile the Interpreter. This violates our goal of
components being independently compiled units of code.

We could avoid recompilation by passing a Parser to the
constructor of the Interpreter. In essence, this approach is
an idiom for manually representing components as objects.7

On a limited basis, this idiom can enable a Java class to ac-
cept minor changes in its imports without modifications to its
source code. But as a scheme for systematically eliminating
explicit dependencies, it is unworkable. Since components
are objects, component linking only occurs during program
execution when a class’s imports (represented as objects) are

7Note: since components cannot have multiple instances, all such
classes must be singletons.



passed as arguments to methods in the class’s client inter-
face. In realistic applications, a class may import dozens of
classes, producing method signatures with dozens of param-
eters, which must be modified when a component’s depen-
dency structure changes. Even our pedagogic Interpreter
class imports 75 classes. Furthermore, there is no mechanism
in Java to prevent the introduction of hidden dependencies
(explicit external class references) in a component class which
only surface when a client uses a new component configura-
tion.

4. CGen Architecture
A Java component has a natural formulation as a collec-

tion of generic classes with a common set of type parameters.
All external references within a component class can be made
manifest by expressing them as type parameters to the class
that are instantiated when the component is linked. Hence,
component linking can be reduced to the (type) application
of generic classes to class arguments. Of course, an actual
component system must include some new syntactic machin-
ery for:

• defining components and the component parameters
that they import (dependencies);

• declaring the functionality imported and exported by
components;

• linking components together; and

• checking that types of linked components match.

Fortunately, a rich generic type system for classes (including
hygienic mixins) provides the critical parts for assembling
this machinery. In CGen, we parameterize components by
other components (collections of classes) instead of individ-
ual classes, but in the underlying JVM implementation, we
can reduce component parameterization to class parameter-
ization.

CGen is an extension to the NextGen formulation of
Generic Java. NextGen is a backward compatible exten-
sion of Java 5.0 that supports run-time generic types. In
CGen, components are called modules rather than compo-
nents because the name Component is extensively used in the
Java GUI libraries. CGen modules generalize Java packages.
A module is a bundle of classes with a name qualifier (prefix)
just like a package, but with two significant differences. First,
a module explicitly declares the functionality—provided by
other modules to be named later—that it imports. Second,
the functionality exported by a module is explicitly specified
by a signature consisting of a set of class prototypes which de-
scribe the interfaces and the “shapes” of classes provided by
the module. Class prototypes contain no code. The set of im-
ported modules is specified using generic parameterization—
much like the generic parameterization in Java 5.0. Each
import parameter includes an upper bound identifying a sig-
nature that the imported module implements. These signa-
ture bounds provide the crucial machinery to support the
separate compilation of modules.

At the language level, signatures play roughly the same
role in the context of modules that Java interfaces play in
the context of classes, with three major differences. First,
modules and signatures appear in disjoint contexts. A mod-
ule cannot serve as a signature, while a signature can only be
used as the bound for a module parameter or the base sig-
nature (in an extends clause) for another signature. Second,

CGen modules and signatures are second-class. Signatures
are mere annotations that have no runtime representation,
while modules are flattened into a collection of conventional
Java classes and interfaces. Third, the members of modules
and signatures are disjoint: the members of a signature are
class and interface prototypes while the members of a module
are classes and interfaces.

When a module parameter with signature S is linked with
(bound to) a module M, M must contain a class or interface
C’ for each class or interface prototype C in S. A class C’
matches a class prototype C iff C’ has exactly the same name
as C and has members matching the prototype members de-
clared in C.8 The subtyping relation between modules and
signatures is nominal: a module M implements a signature
S only if M explicitly declares that it implements S. Hence,
CGen modules are nominally subtyped just like Java classes.

Since CGen modules and signatures have second-class sta-
tus, they cannot be instantiated at runtime, used as argu-
ments to methods, or used in any object-passing protocol.
Signatures are annotations which are used exclusively dur-
ing the compilation process. Modules exist at runtime only
in the restricted sense that the members of the module are
conventional Java classes and interfaces that are dynamically
loaded at runtime. This restriction on modules and signa-
tures simplifies the semantics and implementation of CGen,
while providing sufficient expressiveness to support a rich
component system.

Besides modules and signatures, CGen adds one other con-
struct to NextGen, the notion of binding an identifier to a
module instantiation. The bind construct provides concise
names for signature and module instantiations. In addition,
it provides a simple mechanism for defining mutually recur-
sive modules.

4.1 Module Signatures
A signature is a distinct name space containing a collection

of class and interface prototypes that are used to constrain
the “shape” of a matching module. More precisely, a signa-
ture has the form:

signature S<V implements E,..., V implements E>

extends E, ..., E;

sigMember*

where S is a fully qualified name for the signature (just like
a package declaration in conventional Java); V is an identi-
fier serving as a module parameter; E is either a fully qual-
ified signature name or a signature instantiation; and sig-
Member is either a class or interface prototype, a bind state-
ment, or an import statement. The E in each implements
clause bounds the preceding parameter. The Es following
the extends clause in the signature expression define signa-
tures from which S inherits, akin to Java interfaces inheriting
from other interfaces.

Interface prototypes look like ordinary Java interfaces ex-
cept that they may include references to imported modules
(module parameters). Members of imported modules are de-
noted using familiar Java dot (”.”) notation. Class proto-
types look like ordinary Java classes, except that they may
reference module parameters and can only provide method
signatures—not actual implementations. In contrast to in-
terface prototypes, class prototypes can include constructors,
dynamic and static fields, dynamic and static methods, and
8In this context and several others, we use the term class to refer to
either a Java class or interface



even inner interface and class prototypes as members. All
of the members of a signature have public visibility. The
visiblity of the members of interface and class prototypes
can either be public or protected. public visibility is the
default.

Since many program components depend on (import) other
components, signatures in CGen may be parameterized by
modules just as Java 5.0 interfaces can be parameterized by
types. Some types in a class or interface prototype within a
signature may depend on types provided by a module. In this
case, the signature must be parameterized by that module.
The requisite Java types can be extracted from the module
parameter using member selection. Each import parameter
is denoted by a Java identifier and bounded by a signature
indicating what members the imported module must include.

A signature instantiation defines a ground (fully instanti-
ated) signature by linking the import parameters of a sig-
nature with appropriate modules. A signature instantiation
has exactly the same syntactic form as a generic type instan-
tation:

sName<sigExpr, ..., sigExpr>

where sName is a fully qualified signature name and each
sigExpr is either an imported signature parameter (which is
bound to a module), or a module instantiation. Note that all
signature expressions are ground (fully instantiated). There
is no partial application of unlinked modules to module ar-
guments. Module instantiations are defined in Section 4.3.
Figures 3 and 4 show the module signatures SSyntax and
SParser used for a component-based parser for the Jam lan-
guage. The signature SParser imports a module implement-
ing the signature SSyntax.

As discussed earlier, a signature declares the visible shape
(functionality) of a module. In Java terminology, a module
implements a signature. A module satisfies its signatures if it
contains a class or interface matching each class or interface
prototype in the signature. The module may contain extra
members. Since a class prototype may be a member of a
class prototype, the matching process is recursive. This type-
checking process is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.

Signatures are top-level language constructs that have no
representation in the JVM.

4.2 Module Definitions
A module is a distinct name space that contains a collec-

tion of classes and interfaces and stipulates the signatures
implemented by the module. More precisely, a module defi-
nition has the form:

module M<V implements E, ..., V implements E>

implements S, ..., S;

moduleMember*

where M is a fully qualified name for the module (just like a
package declaration in conventional Java); V is an identifier
serving as a module parameter; E is a fully qualified signature
name or a signature instantiation bounding the correspond-
ing parameter; each S is a fully qualified signature name or a
signature instantiation bounding (exported by) the module;
and moduleMember is either a class or interface definition, an
import statement, or a bind statement.

As in signatures, module dependencies (imports) are de-
fined using generic parameterization. Figure 5 shows a mod-
ule JamParser that implements the signature SParser.

signature SSyntax;

interface AST { }
interface IBinOp implements AST {

String toString();
}
class BinOpPlus implements IBinOp {

public static final BinOpPlus ONLY;
}
...
class Exception {

String getMessage();
}

Figure 3: Signature for Jam syntax

signature SParser<A implements SSyntax>;

class Parser {
Parser();
A.AST parse(String url) throws ParseException;

}
class ParseException extends A.Exception {

String msg;
ParseException(String msg);

}

Figure 4: Signature for Jam parser

module JamParser<A implements SSyntax> implements SParser<A>;

public class Parser extends Object {
Parser() { ... }
A.AST parse(String url) throws ParseException { ... }
String[] getLog() { ... }

}
public class ParseException extends A.Exception {

String msg;
ParseException(String msg) { this.msg = msg; }

}

Figure 5: JamParser Module Definition

The contents of a module are type-checked following Java
5.0 type checking rules where module imports Vs are synony-
mous with their bounding signatures and class and interface
prototypes within signatures are treated exactly like ordinary
class and interface definitions within packages. Then the
class and interface definitions in the module must be checked
against the bounds provided by the export signatures using
structural matching as described in checking module instan-
tiations in Section 4.4.

4.3 Module Instantiation
The bind construct allows third-party composition of mod-

ules. It defines a module instantiation by providing the nec-
essary import parameters to satisfy a module’s parametric
signature. A module binding has the form:

bind sName name = mExpr;

where sName is a fully qualifed signature name or signature
instantiation, name is an identifier, and mExpr is either an
imported module parameter (which is bound to a module) or
a module instantiation. The sName can be used to associate
a weaker signature with name than the export signature of
mExpr. In this way, the programmer can expose only the
requisite part of a module with a larger export signature.

A module instantiation has the same syntatic form as a
signature instantiation:



bind SSyntax JSyntax = JamSyntax;
bind SParser<JSyntax> JParser = JamParser<JSyntax>;

public class Interpreter {
public Interpeter() { }
public JSyntax.JamVal interp(String url) {

JParser.Parser parser = new JParser.Parser(url);
try {

parser.parse(...);
...

} catch (JParser.ParseException e) { ... }
}

}

Figure 6: Module Instantiation

mName<mExpr, ..., mExpr>

where mName is a fully qualified module name and each
mExpr is either an imported module parameter (which is
bound to module) or a module instantiation. Note that all
module expressions are fully instantiated. There is no partial
application of unlinked modules to module arguments.

The meaning of a module instantiation is literally the set
of classes in the instantiated module. It is equivalent to a
package in ordinary Java. Hence, there is no such thing as
multiple instances (or copies) of a particular module instan-
tiation.

While bindings syntactically resemble variable decla-
rations, they follow the semantic conventions of class
definitions. Bind statements occur at the top-level and the
bindings are final and immutable. A bind can refer to an
uninstantiated or a fully instantiated type. Name resolution
for bindings follows the same basic type-checking as class
declarations. Distinct binds are equivalent if they both refer
to the same uninstantiated or instantiated type. From a
semantic perspective, the name associated with a type in a
bind statement is identical to the type.

The bind construct can be used to decompose the con-
struction of a complex module with deeply nested module
applications into a more readable format. It can also be used
to write impure programs where the impurity is confined to
a short preamble and hence easily managed.

Figure 6 shows a client that links and uses the module
JamParser.

4.4 Type Checking Module Instantiations
Assume that we want to check that a module M implements

signature S. Each class prototype C in the signature S must
have a matching class C’ in the module with exactly the
same name. For every member m of the class protoype C,
the matching class C’ must contain a member m’ with the
same name as m, same type signature, and same attributes
(public/protected, static/dynamic , and final/mutable
attribute).9

We require an exact match between the types of matching
members which is much more stringent than the usual co-
/contra-variant matching employed in structural subtyping.
In principle, we could relax the constraints on matching by
using an appropriate collection of co-/contra-variant rules
that account for the mutability of fields. But we have rejected
this more permissive notion of matching because it would
force the class loader to change the type signature used in
the byte code for every call on a method requiring liberalized
matching. Since these calls could occur in any class that

9Several of these issues are moot for interfaces.

module DebugJamParser<A implements SSyntax, B implements SParser<A>>
implements SParser<A>;

public class Log { ... }

public class Parser extends B.Parser {
Parser() { ... }
A.AST parse(String url) { ... }
Log getLog() { ... }

}
public class ParseException extends B.ParseException {

String msg;
ParseException(String msg) { this.msg = msg; }

}

Figure 7: Inheritance Across Component Boundaries

imports a class with such a method, the class loader could
not load a class A without reading the constant pools for
every class C imported by A to determine which method calls
on C must be revised. In addition, Java programmers might
find this liberalization confusing because the type signatures
for some calls in loaded code (as seen by a debugger) would
not match the signatures for those calls in class flles.

4.5 Module Purity
A module is a well-formed component iff it is pure—free of

fully qualified references to other modules or classes. Fully
qualified references can be generated directly by fully qual-
ified names in CGen source code or by import statements.
Ground10 module instantiations with one exception discussed
below, are inherently impure. The only impure modules in
a component-based program should be a small collection of
lightweight “wrapper” modules that link together pure mod-
ules.

4.6 Integrating Legacy Packages
Legacy Java packages correspond to degenerate mod-

ules that take no input parameters and export all of the
protected and public classes in the package. Module code
can only import legacy packages by using an explicit import
statement. Most legacy packages are impure because they
reference classes in other packages. A legacy package is
pure if the only references in the package are to classes in
java.lang. Of course, the package java.lang is pure by
definition.

5. Module Hygiene
Inheritance across component boundaries requires special

attention in the design and implementation of CGen to en-
sure classes produced during component linking behave as
expected.

5.1 Accidental Overriding
Consider the module definition:

module M<I1 implements S1 ...> implements S

The module import I1 is statically typed to the bound S1.
Code defined in M can access classes provided by S1 using a
qualified identifier.

If a class C declared in M extends a class D provided in
the import I1, there can be unintended interference between
two classes for any method not declared in the import bound
S1.D.

10Containing no module parameters.



This accidental overriding can be detected only at runtime
when an instance class D’ is linked during module instanti-
ation. In languages supporting separate class compilation,
such as Java and C#, we cannot detect all such accidental
overrides during compilation because each module is viewed
as an independent and isolated unit of code.

Figure 7 defines a module DebugJamParser that uses a
more sophisticated logging facility for the Parser class. In
the instantiated module:

bind SParser<JamSyntax> JParser2 =
DebugJamParser<JamSyntax,JamParser<JamSyntax>>

the definition of getLog() in DebugJamParser.Parser ac-
cidentally overrides the method defined in its super class
JamParser.Parser, thus breaking its super class.

The issue of accidental overriding of methods by mixin in-
stantiations has been extensively studied in the context of
generic Java in [1]. In this work, accidental overriding in
first-class generic Java is systematically avoided by a method
renaming and forwarding scheme that the class loader applies
to every class as it is loaded by the JVM. CGen employs ex-
actly the same solution to the accidental overriding problem.
Every mixin construction in a CGen module is translated
to a mixin class instantiation that is implemented using the
techniques described in [1].

6. Implementation Details
From the user’s point of view switching to CGen requires

a minimal adjustment from their current Java model: The
command ngc replaces javac, and nextgen replaces java.
The compilation of modules, just like the compilation of
generic classes, generates extra class files for CGen tem-
plates. CGen supports separate compilation of unique mod-
ules, but a specific module must be compiled in its entirety.

Support for components in CGen builds on the existing
NextGen infrastructure supporting first-class genericity
consisting of a specialized compiler and classloader. The
existing parsing, type-checking and name resolution routines
required minor adjustments to support signatures and mod-
ules definitions. The CGen compiler contains additional
type checking routines to verify a module definition against
its declared signatures.

After type-checking, signatures and modules are “flat-
tened” into regular Java code. The flattening of signatures
is straightforward. Class-prototypes in a signature are
flattened just like static inner classes. Signature-level
parameterization is pushed to the class-level and the classes
are moved to the top-level. The fully qualified name of the
signature is used as the package for the collection of class
prototypes. Since class prototypes only declare specifica-
tions, they are compiled into abstract classes containing
only method signatures without providing actual code. A
manifest class file is generated to represent the signature.
Java class attributes are used to store the specifications of
the interfaces imported and exported by the signature as
well as the class prototypes contained in the signature. The
generated ċlass files are used for static and dynamic type
checking of modules- they are not used for any runtime
representation in the JVM.

Modules are similarly “flattened”. Module-level parame-
terization is pushed to the class-level and the classes in the
module are moved to the top-level. Hence, the class files gen-
erated for a module are simply the class files for the classes
in the module. Moreover, the references in these class files

refer directly to classes—not to modules. The fully qualified
name of the module is used as the package for the new top-
level classes. A manifest file is also generated to store the
import and export specifications of the module and a list of
the prototypes contained in the module.

After “flattening”, the new top-level classes are compiled
into templates which are used at runtime to provide fully het-
erogeneous representations of each type-instantiated class. A
template class file looks exactly like a conventional class file
except that strings in the constant pool may contain embed-
ded references to the type parameters for the class. These
references specify an index of the form {0},{1}, etc, specify-
ing which type parameter binding should be inserted when
the class file is instantiated. The CGen classloader replaces
these references with the corresponding type arguments (rep-
resented as mangled strings) to generate specific generic class
instantiations.
Bind declarations are processed like import declarations.

The local names and their bound types are stored in the type
environment and used to resolve identifiers in the code. Each
identifier is replaced by its real fully-qualified name.

Runtime support for modules incurs minimal additional
overhead over the support for first-class generics because
module-level parameterization is represented by generic class
parameterization. References to imported modules are re-
solved like references to generic class type parameters.

Since CGen instantiates modules heterogeneously, this re-
sults in the duplication of module code. However, since
CGen instantiates module classes on demand, code dupli-
cation occurs only on the classes referenced during program
execution.

7. Related Work
Jiazzi [10] is a component definition and linking language

for Java. Jiazzi uses a stub generator and a static linker that
allow components to be written in the unextended Java lan-
guage. Jiazzi’s linking facilities use the open class pattern—a
combination of mixins and “upside-down” mixins—to sup-
port the modular addition of new features to a set of variant
classes. For each linked component, Jiazzi generates a fixed-
package, a form of fixed-point representing the linked classes.
As a result, the semantics of Jiazzi components—even though
that are written in ”ordinary Java”—is more complex than
their familiar Java syntax suggests.

Using a separate linking language like Jiazzi significantly
complicates the development of component code. Before a
component file can be compiled, the component’s signature
must be declared in a Jiazzi .sig file, and translated by the
Jiazzi stub generator to produce the stub class files required
to support the compilation of the component file by the stan-
dard javac compiler. The linking of compiled components
is specified by a Jiazzi .unit file which is fed to the Jiazzi
linker along with the .sig files and class files for the compiled
components.

Scala is a multi-paradigm programming language imple-
mented on top of the JVM. Scala integrates features of
object-oriented and functional languages. Scala modules
are singleton classes, but their imports are not declared, so
Scala modules typically contain explicit references to other
packages. As a result, Scala modules do not qualify as bona
fide components.

SmartJavaMod [2] is an extension to Java that supports
mixin modules. Mixin modules are a generalization of mixin
classes as introduced in [3]. These mixins are not hygienic.



Instead of using signatures to statically type modules, Smart-
JavaMod relies on type inference to determine the principal
typing of a module, inferring type constraints for free type
parameters. Uninstantiated modules are compiled into poly-
morphic bytecode similar to NextGen templates. Inferred
type constraints are checked when modules are combined.
Accidental overriding can be detected in this process and
flagged as an error. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to
extend this approach to the full Java 5.0 language. In the
presence of static method overloading, modules do not have
principal typings. For example, given a mixin module with
free type variable T including dispatches on a variable v of
type T of the form v.m("2") and v.m(new Integer(5)) in
contexts of type void, a matching class T could have a sin-
gle method void m(Object o) or two distinct methods void
m(String s) and void m(Integer i). Neither of these class
types is an extension of the other. In addition, using free type
variables is inconsistent with the spirit of Java 5.0 where the
type parameterization of classes is explicitly declared rather
than inferred.

ComponentJ [16] is a language extension for Java that
views components as service providers. Components import
and export methods, but not types. Components in Com-
ponentJ are first-class values implemented using objects, im-
plying that there is no inheritance across components.

Our use of modules signatures containing class prototypes
is most closely related to the notion of virtual classes in
gbeta [7]. In gbeta, class members may be virtual classes,
akin to virtual methods in Java. Virtual classes are class
valued attributes of an object that can overridden and ex-
tended in subclasses. An overriding class must support all of
the members of the class that it overrides. In gbeta virtual
classes are accessed relative to an instance of the enclosing
class, which means that such classes must be configured as
singletons to model components. In CGen, a module in-
stance is unique for each distinct tuple of type parameters.
Virtual classes support extensibility in code development,
but classes containing virtual class members typically con-
tain explicit dependencies on other classes, so they are not
true components.

The CGen component framework has also been influenced
by the design of module systems for functional languages,
most notably ML. The fundamental difference between ML
modules (in all the various formulations) and CGen mod-
ules is that ML modules rely on structural subtyping. while
CGen relies on nominal subtyping. This distinction is im-
portant because it means that CGen seamlessly supports
mutual recursion among modules, a common occurrence in
software engineering practice that creates formidable techni-
cal problems in the context of structural subtyping[14, 6].

8. Future Work
While CGen provides a firm foundation for component-

based software development, there are several interesting ex-
tensions CGen that warrant exploration. For example, we
would like to support reuse between modules. A module N
could extend a previously defined module M:

module M<I1 implements S1> extends N implements S

A major problem in module inheritance is preventing acci-
dental overrides in the classes defined in N and M. One option
is to require class definitions in M to be disjoint from those
in N. A second option, is to allow M to define refinements on
classes in N provided that the new classes structurally match
their superclasses in N.

Another potential area of research is to extend the CGen
component system to address the extra-linguistic concerns in
Java Specification Request 277: Java Module System[12].
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